
Thank you for purchasing a NORTEC humidifier. Over thirty years 
ago, we saw the need for a humidifier design that would end the 
time-consuming and costly maintenance that was required by other 
humidifiers. The main problem to overcome was to easily remove 
the minerals that are left behind when water is boiled. At the 
same time, a humidifier was needed to produce clean steam and 
maintain long-term efficient operation. 

The NORTEC electrode steam humidifier, with disposable cylinder, 
meets all of the above criteria. 

As clean steam is produced, the minerals that are in the water 
remain in the steam generating cylinder and are periodically 
removed through the automatic drain system. NORTEC’s patented 
auto-adaptive control system is designed to produce 100% of rated 
output capacity right up until end of cylinder life. At this time, the 
cylinder is easily removed and replaced with a new clean cylinder. 

While other humidifiers must be totally disassembled for cleaning 
and require hazardous acids to remove the minerals, the cylinder in 
your NORTEC humidifier is easily removed and replaced. Since the 
cylinders are produced of inert plastics and retain only the water 
borne minerals, disposal problems are at a minimum. 

This ease of cleaning and cylinder replacement is one of the main 
features that helps reduce customer maintenance costs. It allows 
optimum service from the humidifier and keeps the time required 
for maintenance to a minimum.

Low cost ▶

Clean ▶

Easy maintenance ▶

AuThORIzEd AgENT

Remember to check  
your cylinders regularly!

Cold & dRY winteRs = inCReased humidifieR demand



Remember to check  
your cylinders regularly!

U.S.A.
Walter Meier (Climate USA) Inc.
826 Proctor Avenue
Ogdensburg, NY 13669

CANADA
Walter Meier (Climate Canada) Ltd. 
2740 Fenton Road
Ottawa, Ontario K1T 3T7

TEL: 1.866.NORTEC1
FAx: 613.822.7964
EmAIL: sales@humidity.com 
WEBSITE: www.humidity.com

Replacement Cylinder Order Form

Name

Company

Address

City  State/Province Zip/Postal Code

Phone  Fax 

Cylinder # Part # humidifier specifications Price each Quantity total

104 1519704 005/010 lbs/hr 380 - 600 V 1 ph $159.00

201 1519001 005/010 lbs/hr 110-240v 1ph $159.00

202 1519002 005/010 lbs/hr 110-277v 1 ph $159.00

203 1519003 005/010 lbs/hr 347-380V 1 ph $159.00

204 1519004 005/010 lbs/hr 440-600v 1 ph $159.00

301/321 1519020 020 lbs/hr 208-277v 1 ph $186.00

303 1519023 020 lbs/hr 208 - 240 V 3ph $186.00

305 1519025 020 lbs/hr 347 - 380 v 1ph $186.00

309 1519029 020 lbs/hr 440 - 600 V 1 ph $186.00

311 1519031 020 lbs/hr 440 - 600 V 3ph $186.00

403/421 1519040 030 lbs/hr 208 - 240V 3ph $229.00

411 1519051 030 lbs/hr 440 - 600 V 3ph $229.00

601/621 1519080 50/75/100/150/200 lbs/hr 208 - 240V 3ph $284.00

607 1519087 050/075/150 lbs/hr 460/575V 100/200 lbs/hr, 575V $284.00

The above are suggested prices for NORTEC standard replacement cylinders. Prices may vary 
according to geographic location and are subject to change without notice. Freight is not included.

Replacement cylinders can be ordered directly from your local agent. You can also fill in this form 
and forward it directly to Walter meier (NORTEC). We will have our agent contact you. 

With each replacement cylinder, a new drain o-ring is supplied. Please find it attached to this form.

Thank you for choosing NORTEC humidifiers.
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